English Department Tutors!

We are a group of experienced students and literature enthusiasts, trained to help you analyze texts and write strong papers for your English classes.* We work one-on-one with students of all years and all writing levels.

Isabelle Chen ichen2@wellesley.edu
Samantha English senglis2@wellesley.edu
Olivia Lafferty olaffert@wellesley.edu
Rose Whitlock wwhitlock@wellesley.edu

We’d love to help you think through the writing process, develop a strong thesis, choose and present solid evidence, formulate richer analyses, or shape a rough draft into a complete essay.

Email any one of us to make an appointment.

We can meet any time or place! Please schedule all appointments at least 24 hours in advance.

*English Department Tutors differ from the Writing tutors, who tutor in a wider range of fields. We English Department Tutors specialize in English literature.

Qs: Prof. James Noggle, English Department